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Seven Days: Friday-Sunday (Yaoi Manga)Yuzuru asked Touji out as a half hearted joke, not

expecting to be taken seriously. Touji accepted, and Yuzuru knew he was like the rest, relationship

begun on a Monday, and dumped on the Sunday. What eh did not expect was the feelings that went

beyond friendship that emerged. It's now Friday, and the end is approaching. But is it? Yuzuru may

be mourning the inevitable, but what about Touji? Friday begins the end, but Sunday reveals

all...The exciting conclusion to the popular boy's love manga by Tachibana Venio!
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I was so happy to receive this second volume of Seven Days. The conclusion is very satisfying but

I'd be lying if I didn't say I want more.I first read this series as a scanlation and if you readers want

the full, well edited version then pick this up. The bootlegged version I read online didn't even have

the adorable epilogue at the end of the story. *****Minor Spoiler***** It shows Yuzuru's graduation

and there's a sweet and tender moment between the two leads. I would of never knew about it if I

hadn't bought this!Support the mangaka and buy this series. It's completely worth it.



The pages look like they were scanned using a bad scanner and the lowest resolution. The story is

good though and if you've read the first part of this story your probably not reading this review cause

you've already bought the book. If you can find it in another format/version you should get that

instead.

This is just a great book. I love that there wasn't the stereotypical dominant/masculine troupe. Also,

the lack of hot and heavy scenes makes it more real and relatable. It's the perfect example of a

romance manga between two guys that doesn't overly sexualized both characters. Thanks to the

author for proving that gay romance isn't seme/uke exclusive :D

Things aren't rushed. There's no actual sex, but it's very sexy. I think it's best described as sweet

and rather real. I really liked it.

It's so cute.. Soooo cute... Characters are fun and interesting, they have good chemistry and fun

quirks. The story is well written too. It's a light, fun romance and I tend to come back and read it

over again from time to time.Only negative is that the kindle version is kinda wonky and it's hard to

read. Didnt fill the whole page on my phone.Tldr: so cuuuute ugh

I bought a tablet specifically to read digital manga and I love how easy it is to buy the manga for

Kindle. I've bought digital manga before, but always as pdfs which had to be sideloaded onto the

tablet. Buying directly from  was faster (instant download!), hassle-free, and cheaper than buying

the pdf from the publisher so I was initially very happy.However, this book is not formatted well for a

7" tablet. The images are good quality but "page size" is about half the screen size in portrait view.

In landscape view, three pages show up side by side, thus making them even smaller. In portrait

view, you can double click on the image to enlarge it but the image quality is reduced, making some

of the text illegible. Also, you can't scroll if an image is enlarged. You have to close the image so

that it returns to the original formatting, turn the page, tap to enlarge, read, close image, etc.The

only way I can read this book is if I download the Kindle app to my desktop computer, which for me

totally defeats the point of having an ebook.Until Digital Manga Publishing can format the digital

manga so that it can be read on a 7" tablet, I'm sticking with the pdf format.

The story made me laugh, gasp and even cry. I wanted solo much more but it was perfect! THANK



YOU FOR WRITING AND DRAWING!!!

This continues to be one of my favorite BL/Shounen-Ai series ever. If you're new to the genre, this is

the way to go. The story is really original and super, super cute. I always find myself reading it again

after a few months because I love the story so much. The artwork is also gorgeous (as is everything

by Takarai Rihito), and I can't get enough of it. Highly recommended!!
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